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Abstract: The aquatic ecosystem is continuously threatened by the infiltration and discharge of
anthropogenic wastewaters. This issue requires the unending improvement of monitoring systems to
become more comprehensive and specific to targeted pollutants. This review intended to elucidate
the overall aspects explored by researchers in developing better water pollution monitoring tools
in recent years. The discussion is encircled around three main elements that have been extensively
used as the basis for the development of monitoring methods, namely the dissolved compounds,
bacterial indicator, and nucleic acids. The latest technologies applied in wastewater and surface water
mapped from these key players were reviewed and categorized into physicochemical and compound
characterizations, biomonitoring, and molecular approaches in taxonomical and functional analyses.
Overall, researchers are continuously rallying to enhance the detection of causal source for water
pollution through either conventional or mostly advanced approaches focusing on spectrometry,
high-throughput sequencing, and flow cytometry technology among others. From this review’s
perspective, each pollution evaluation technology has its own advantages and it would be beneficial
for several aspects of pollutants assessments to be combined and established as a complementary
package for better aquatic environmental management in the long run.

Keywords: aquatic pollution; bioindicator; biomonitoring; pollution assessment; wastewater;
water pollution

1. Introduction

Wastewater is the used water from anthropogenic activities usually released from several sources
which are domestic, storm, and urban runoff, agricultural runoff, and industrial discharge, where they
could present as a combination within sewer inflow or infiltration (Figure 1) [1]. The release of those
wastewaters would contribute to the unusual contents of dissolved or suspended waste materials in
natural water. These polluting dissolved and suspended compounds which are commonly addressed
as dissolved organic matters (DOM) and dissolved particulate matters (DPM) are used as one
of the main monitoring elements for wastewater quality. They also act as the primary basis for
the biodegradation process involving adaptable or resistant microorganisms which are capable of
expressing genetic functionality during pollutants catabolism. The dissolved organic and particulate
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matters, microorganisms, and genetic materials are the three key elements which are significant for the
advanced monitoring of wastewater and water quality in general.
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Apart from the expectable deterioration of overall water quality, detrimental effects on human
health and ecosystems can indirectly arise due to the release of an estimated 80% of untreated industrial
and municipal wastewaters into the environment [7]. This matter demands continuously evolving
monitoring technology to be developed and thus established, especially when it involves the wide
variety of emerging pollutants in the water ecosystem [8]. This is agreed upon by Carstea et al. [9] who
emphasized the importance of wastewater quality monitoring for the early warning of waterbodies
pollution and remediation progress, besides ensuring regulatory compliances throughout wastewater
treatments and discharges. Unfortunately, it is difficult to track down the source of pollutants in
the receiving waterways since they are generally exposed to various anthropogenic wastewaters.
While there are gaps in the standardized water quality assessment systems, it remains challenging to
fully enforce the environmental policies to the responsible parties. This shows the importance of a
comprehensive monitoring tool for the better assessment of the impact and detection of wastewater
sources, to finally enable fitting solutions and preventive measures for targeted pollutants releases
into the river [10]. In this review, the employment of water and wastewater monitoring technologies
by physicochemical profiling, compound characterization, followed by biomonitoring and further
enhanced by molecular approaches in taxonomical and functional analyses will be discussed in detail
while mapping out the specific pollutant sources detectable through the application of these approaches.

2. Utilizable Elements for Wastewater Monitoring

Wastewater effluents comprising of the DOM releasable into the natural aquatic ecosystem either
through discharges or reuse practices might cause changes of the natural compositions of the receiving
water bodies [11]. The compounds from various wastewaters can be categorized into: (i) recalcitrant
natural organic matter which is naturally present in drinking water sources, (ii) soluble microbial product,
which is referring to products produced in wastewater partaking biological treatment system, (iii) synthetic
organic compounds which are present in trace amounts resulting from domestic or industrial usage,
and (iv) disinfectant by-products which are sequestered from disinfectants introduced during drinking
or wastewater treatment [12]. The uniqueness of DOMs that originate from wastewater lies upon their
greater organic nitrogen and aliphatic contents [13,14]. Some other researchers also reported on other
DOM members including aromatic polymers containing oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur functional groups,
especially in engineered treatment systems [15]. The foreign or allochthonous compounds introduced
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by many sources including industrial wastewaters and urban or precipitate runoffs would undergo
either biotic or abiotic transformation processes which lead to the abnormal ecological function resulting
from the fluctuation of DOM composition in the natural aquatic environment [16]. The fatality of the
hardly removed pharmaceuticals and endocrine-disrupting compounds coming from many industrial,
agricultural, hospital activities, and wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) are the most widely discussed
emerging pollutants nowadays [17,18]. It is a concern that, even after the urban wastewater is treated,
dissolved organic compounds and particulate matters, such as endocrine disrupting chemicals and
cellulose fibers, are still bounded in the effluents [12,17]. Such concerns demand better pollutant
monitoring in the aquatic environment. Conceptually, there are three main elements which are eligible for
aquatic monitoring purposes, as shown in Figure 2.
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considered in various monitoring tools.

The presence of organic and inorganic pollutants themselves can indicate a pollution through
physicochemical characterization which are the basis of current monitoring practices. Additionally,
compound profiling has been implemented for the monitoring of wastewater and the aquatic
environment. Meanwhile, bacteria flourishing from biodegrading or metabolizing the DOM may
become a potential bioindicator for the excessive release of wastewater effluent discharges, where this
approach can be categorized under taxonomical or structural assortment. Other than individual
enumeration or identification of indicator bacteria, bacterial community patterns have been opted
to better evaluate the condition and sources of contaminants in water resources. Not only limited
to the physical presence of the specific bioindicator organisms, nucleic acids carried and expressed
by them during the biodegradation process are considered as valuable components utilizable for
molecular based monitoring. Moreover, while the DNA and RNA contribute towards the better
taxonomical enumeration of indicator species, they are also used to detect actively expressed genes
stimulated by the pollutants, and this is classified as a functional approach in aquatic body monitoring.
The applicability of wastewater effluent to be monitored by compound characterization, taxonomical
structures approaches, and advanced genetic functional methods will be discussed further in this review.
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2.1. Physicochemical Characterization in Monitoring Environmental Pollution

Physicochemical parameters, such as biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen
demand (COD), suspended solid, pH, temperature, and ammonium nitrogen, are among the typical
measurements utilized in water quality index (WQI) to determine the severity of water pollution [19].
WQI has been adapted by European, African, and Asian countries since its introduction in 1965 [20]
while improvements and modifications have taken place since then to fit the requirements for either
national or international organizations [21]. Briefly, WQI is calculated from the scoring of several
parameters including dissolved oxygen, fecal coliform, pH, BOD, temperature, total phosphate, nitrates,
turbidity, and total solids, and the result will represent the level of water quality in a particular tested
water basin based on the WQI scoring [22]. WQI has always been adopted as a reliable tool for
determining the stability and quality of water such as groundwater [23] and river water [24]. However,
due to the absence of a globally standardized composite index of water quality, the values for each
surface water category would vary depending on the types and suitability of a particular region.
Some examples for the indexing are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Water quality classification according to different Water Quality Index (WQI) methods.

NSFWQI [25] CCME WQI [26] OWQI [27] MMWQI [19]

91–100 Excellent 95–100 Excellent 90–100 Excellent 90–100 Excellent
71–90 Good 80–94 Good 85–89 Good 80–89 Good
51–70 Medium 60–79 Fair 80–84 Fair 50–79 Moderate
26–50 Bad 45–59 Marginal 60–79 Poor 0–49 Poor
0–25 Very bad 0–44 Poor 0–59 Very poor

Notes: NSFWQI–National Sanitation Foundation Water Quality Index; CCME WQI–Canadian Council of Ministers
of the Environment Water Quality Index; OWQI–Oregon Water Quality Index; MMWQI–Malaysian Marine Water
Quality Index; DOE–Department of Environment.

The parameters required for the indexing are determined differently in different countries.
For instance, seven parameters, which were total dissolved solid, total hardness, pH, dissolved
oxygen, BOD, nitrate (NO3), and phosphate concentrations, were proposed for WQI classification
for the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in Iraq [28]. For some other cases, such as the Ganges River
in India, up to 14 parameters, including conductivity, turbidity, and alkalinity, were measured for
WQI determination [24]. As for Malaysia, only six parameters are prioritized for river water quality
classification, which are BOD, dissolved oxygen, COD, suspended solids, ammonia-nitrogen, and pH.

Other than monitoring the natural aquatic set up, physicochemical profiling has been intensively
utilized to monitor the polluting properties of treated wastewaters and effluents coming from
either point source or non-point source pollution releasers. For instance, urban runoff which
carries pollutants into receiving waterways [29], such as dissolved nitrogen, phosphorus associated
particles, and suspended solids from roofing materials and roads runoffs known to exceed the
standardized surface water quality [30] have been monitored through physical measurement of the
mean concentration of these pollutants [31]. Some examples of physicochemical data of wastewaters
are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Physicochemical properties of various industrial effluents and polluting wastewaters.

(a) Industrial Wastewaters

* Parameters Rubber Effluent
[32]

Paper Mill
Effluent [33]

Textile Effluent
[34]

Raw Palm Oil Mill
Effluent; POME

[35]

Pharmaceutical
Industry Wastewater

[36]

pH 5.7 ± 0.3 5.6–5.8 8.3–9.5 3.4–5.2 9.79
BOD 1340 ± 2.0 5279 137 10,250–43,750 586.07
COD 2834 ± 1.9 9507 278–736 15,000–100,000 1458.03
TSS 3512 ± 4.8 1747 85–354 5000–54,000 -
TS - - - - 407.67

TFS - - - - 162.67
TVS - - - - 384

(b) Domestic Wastewater

* Parameters
Domestic Sewage

[36]
Hospital Liquid

Effluent
[37]

Greywater [38]

Dish Washer Laundry Kitchen

pH 7.6 7.45–8.85 10 ± 0.2 8.3 ± 0.8 6.9 ± 0.4
EC (µS/cm) - 152–350 2199 ± 753 653 ± 423 449 ± 341

BOD 600 255–850 184.6 ± 24 1363 ± 950 831 ± 358
COD 1006.42 455–879 411 ± 59 2072 ± 1401 1119 ± 476
TSS - 420–640 11 ± 1.3 169 ± 96 319 ± 209
VSS - - 10 ± 0.5 139 ± 90 314 ± 205
TS 888 - 2535 ± 1053 1085 ± 608 883 ± 426

TFS 504 - - - -
TVS 245 - - - -

NH4
+ - 7–47.9 - - -

NH4
+-N - - 0.11 ± 0.07 1.4 ± 1.1 0.20 ± 0.26

NO2
– - 2.1–4.2 - - -

NO3
– - 23.9–56.7 - - -

NO3
––N - - 0.44 ± 0.06 0.68 ± 0.53 1.1 ± 1.2

NO2
––N

(µg/L) - - 0.05 ± 0.01 75 ± 56 20 ± 17

TN - - <0.5 6.2 ± 5.3 6.5 ± 5.0
TP - - 187 ± 51 1.2 ± 0.81 2.7 ± 3.1

PO4–P - - <0.05 0.22 ± 0.66 1.5 ± 2.8
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Table 2. Cont.

(c) Agricultural Wastewater and Stormwater Runoffs

* Parameters

Agricultural Wastewaters Stormwater Runoffs [39]

Degraded Agricultural
Watershed

[40]

Swine
Wastewater

[41]

Catfish Pond
Water

[42]

Aqua-Culture
Wastewater

[43]
Rooftop runoff

Road Runoff in
Residen-tial Area

Main Traffic Road
Run-off

pH - 6.5–9 6.86 ± 0.06 - - - -
EC (mS/cm) - 1.25–5.58 2.92 ± 1.1 - - - -

DO 7.91 ± 0.61 4.14–7.64 7.50 ± 1.10 2.45 ± 0.13 - - -
BOD - 163–3550 1.82 ± 0.12 - - - -
COD - 210–9400 - 66.6 ± 6.44 346.92 ± 241.88 561.75 ± 719.30 570.70 ± 489.41
TSS 21.13 ± 28.41 - 486.20 ± 11.60 - 43.07 ± 31.78 286.94 ± 187.96 373.77 ± 186.23
TDS - 770–648 602.60 ± 15. 80 - - - -
NTU 29.66 ± 24.5 0.21–3.65 112.5 ± 4.6 - - - -
ISS 15.14 ± 23.31 - - - - - -

NH4
+-N - - - 2.35 ± 0.56 23.88 ± 17.24 21.44 ± 22.48 15.29 ± 10.04

NO3
––N - - - 0.51 ± 0.013 19.06 ± 12.49 11.41 ± 10.58 9.94 ± 6.98

NO2
––N - - - 0.134 ± 0.03 - - -

TN 0.30 ± 0.32 - - 3.60 ± 1.31 - - -
TP 0.09 ± 85.25 - - 0.23 ± 0.047 0.11 ± 0.11 1.23 ± 1.73 0.16 ± 0.20

PO4
3− - 55–1680 1.34 ± 0.05 - - - -

NO3 - 37–2730 2.32 ± 0.09 - - - -
NO2 - 50–1427 - - - - -

Chloride - - 24.75 ± 1.21 - - - -
Alkalinity - - 101.12 ± 2.12 - - - -

Cu - - - - 0.05 ± 0.06 0.15 ± 0.24 0.09 ± 0.10
Fe - - - - 0.22 ± 0.36 0.09 ± 0.08 0.11 ± 0.26
Mn - - - - 0.20 ± 0.33 0.16 ± 0.17 0.14 ± 0.12
Zn - - - - 4.40 ± 7.52 0.11 ± 0.05 0.06 ± 0.05
Pb - - - - 0.03 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.02

* Units are in mg L−1 except pH; EC (µS/cm) and NO2–N (µg/L). Note: BOD: Biological oxygen demand; COD: Chemical oxygen demand; DO: Dissolved oxygen; EC: Conductivity; ISS:
Inorganic suspended solids; NTU: Turbidity; TDS: Total dissolved solid; TFS: Total fixed solid; TN: Total nitrogen; TP: Total phosphorus; TS: Total solid; TSS: Total suspended solids; TVS:
Total volatile solid; VSS: Volatile suspended solid.
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It is agreeable that the physicochemical properties are unable to distinguish between different
wastewater types and resources [44]. Moreover, the physicochemical measurements in river had shown
inconsistency due to seasonal changes factor [45], thus not the best tool for a stringent environmental
water monitoring. Other drawbacks, including cost and time inefficiency, flawed the independence of
this system in terms of wastewater quality assessment [46]. The most distinguishable weakness of this
method rather than technicality is that, apparently it harbors less accuracy to specifically detect the
culprit for each pollutant detectable in the waterways. Due to that, more reliable and specific systems,
such as pollutant compound monitoring by high-end spectroscopic approaches, fluorescent-based
method, and molecular-based monitoring technology, are highly recommended as complementary
tools in monitoring wastewaters processes and releases into the environment.

2.2. Spectrometry Technology in Detecting Toxicant in Wastewaters

Due to advances in the spectroscopic monitoring applications, DOM detection and characterization
have also been utilized to address the quality of wastewaters and surface water basins. In order to
measure the DOM, dissolved organic carbon is often used as a surrogate parameter, though this does
not include the structural characterization [12]. The understanding of DOM in a wastewater treatment
system is indeed important as it is now recognized as a resource rather than waste [15]. For example,
sludge is widely used for energy recovery while organic compounds in wastewater can be recovered and
converted into biopolymers [47]. Moreover, the occurrence of the emerging organic micro-pollutants
carried by industrial effluents is ever concerning due to their highly polluting capacity for aquatic
ecosystems [48]. This added to the reasons for improving the aquatic environment monitoring.

Many researchers are on frontier in establishing high-resolution mass spectrophotometry
application for environmental water monitoring, primarily to overcome the data falsity for the analysis of
complex matrixes [2]. Bade et al. [49] are among those who utilized liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry (LC-MS-MS) in a large-scale research to detect new psychoactive synthetic cathinones and
phenethylamines substances in several influent wastewaters from Zurich of Switzerland, Copenhagen
of Denmark, Oslo of Norway, Castellon of Spain, Milan of Italy, Brussels of Belgium, Utrecht
of The Netherlands, and Bristol of the United Kingdom. Kamjunke et al. [50] stepped up the
utilization of ultra-high-resolution Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry
(FTICR-MS) to understand the relativity of lignin compounds of leave leachates with bacterial
activity. The combination of electrospray ionization Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometry (ESI-FT-ICR-MS), for instance, was developed to assess DOM in industrial wastewater
and environmental water samples [51]. Additionally, Verkh et al. [52] set up a DOM compositional
evaluation system to monitor the treatment process of WWTP in Castell d’Aro, Spain at different stages
with different retention times by performing a non-targeted liquid-chromatography high-resolution
mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) procedure. Meanwhile, the successfulness of a palm oil mill effluent
(POME) treatment process had been evaluated through aromatic compounds and their residuals
identification by using gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) (GC-MS) [53].

Other than the monitoring of wastewaters from treatment plants, spectrophotometric method has
also been utilized for river pollution detection. Moreover, only about half of parent micro-pollutants in
wastewaters were transformed during treatment [54], leaving the rest of post-transformed products in the
receiving waterways a concern in aquatic environmental monitoring. Due to this reason, more holistic
non-targeted species detection and identification which are doable through a high-resolution mass
spectrometry approach has been suggested for better river pollution monitoring [55]. For example, liquid
chromatography-electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS) procedure was developed to
detect and thus monitor pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, and some of their degradation
products in surface and ground waters that potentially affected by agricultural activities throughout the
wine-growing region in Spain [56]. With the application of GC-MS, diverse numbers of micro-pollutants
coming from domestic wastewater were detectable in the Vietnam river sediment [57]. Additionally,
Robles-Molina et al. [58] managed to identify 340 organic compounds by using liquid chromatography
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time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LC-TOF-MS) database and 63 compounds through GC-MS/MS method
in the Guadalquivir River basin in Spain, confirming that it was polluted by olive harvesting and
wastewater discharges. Moreover, the environmental pollution caused by organic micro-pollutants in
the surface water samples of Tianjin, North China was confirmed by running GC-MS and GC-MS/MS,
followed by LC-TOF-MS [59].

The application of spectrometry technology has always been challenged with the operations
requiring high cost and expertise, added with a long operational time [60] among other factors
such as analytes instability and matrix effects of the environmental samples which need continuous
optimization for the extraction method [2]. Even so, this high-resolution mass spectrometric concept
remains practical and worthy of all efforts for a comprehensive water pollution assessment. This is
well supported by the most recent invention presented by Sun et al. [61] namely “fabric-phase sorptive
extraction coupled with ion mobility spectrometry” with the optimized extraction method, simplified,
more precise, cheaper, and more speedy ion mobility spectrometry-based tool developed for the in-situ
detection of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in the river. More inventions of this kind would
thrive for the detection of other pollutants in the near future.

2.3. Biomonitoring Environmental Pollution

Biomonitoring is the observation and assessment of changes in the ecosystems, considering
components of the biodiversity and landscape which include the alterations taking place in different
types of natural habitats, populations, and species. In obtaining better accuracy of the natural
environmental state, “bioindication”, which depends on the natural responses of living cells towards
stress factors, has been applied as complementary for physicochemical parameters and analysis [5].
In this case, “bioindicator” is often used to forecast the occurrence of environmental disturbance
due to its reflection of observable traits as manifestations of their surroundings [62]. The biological
process is an aspect of bioindicator which is typically used for environmental quality assessments
and the monitoring of its gradual changes [63] where the applicability of a bioindicator will be
dependent upon the fundamental understanding of ecosystem structure and function themselves [64].
The measurement of bioindicator at different organizational levels as such in organism, population,
community, or ecosystem levels can be used to figure out specific effects and process blueprints due to
pollutant exposures [65]. The conceptual biomonitoring approaches applicable in aquatic pollution
monitoring are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Most environmental bioindicators used are from macroorganisms like fish, macroinvertebrates,
macrophytes, protozoa, and algae [66]. Compromising with the premise that physicochemical
analysis is not sufficient for multiple complexities of various unknown industrial toxicants evaluation,
Lainé et al. [67] settled with the combination of different aquatic communities, including diatoms,
macrophytes, benthic macroinvertebrates, and fish, as a comprehensive biological monitoring package.
Meanwhile for microorganisms bioindicator, microbial source tracking was established to detect human
fecal contamination in a river system [68]. E. coli, Enterococcus spp., and Bacteroides HF183 are among
the commonly used pathogenic fecal indicators which were continuously established to monitor this
kind of pollution in the environmental water [69]. Microorganisms are sensitive to their ecological
fluctuation, which will lead towards the variation of their abundancy [70,71] and functional genetic
expressions [72]. Moreover, the mechanisms of microorganisms in indicating particular environmental
quality have been greatly understood and applied [69,73]. For example, Bacteroidales unique emergence
in various fecal pollution has been recognized and thus researched elaborately so that it can be utilized
effectively in scrutinizing such environmental issues [74]. Moreover, Wood et al. [75] also emphasized
on the importance of biological samples assessment to measure the ‘health’ level of New Zealand
aquatic environments which includes the microbial source tracking. More examples of bioindicators
for aquatic environmental pollution detections are compiled in Table 3.

Table 3. Biomonitoring applications in aquatic environment.

Bioindicator(s) Applications Site of Study References

Plants
(Macrophytes)

Lactuca sativa

Heavy metals in
industrial effluent
Polycontaminated
industrial effluents

Decontamination
stations’ outlet of

companies in
Franche-Comte’,

France

[76,77]

Oenanthe sp.,
Juncus sp., Typha

sp., Callitriche sp. 1,
Callitriche sp. 2

Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb,
Zn, and As

Storm water runoff
in detention pond,

northeast of
Nantes, France

[78]

Seagrasses:
Zostera muelleri,

Zostera nigricaulis,
Ruppia megacarpa

As, Cd, Cu, Pb, Se,
and Zn

Derwent estuary in
Tasmania,
Australia

[79]

Typha latifolia
(broadleaf cattail)

Trace metals (Cd,
Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, Pb,

and Zn) from
various types of

pollutions

Different types of
surface water
resources in

Greater Poland,
upper and lower
Silesia, Poland,

Europe

[80]

Macroalgae

Red:
Gracillaria sp.,

Pyropia columbina,
Porphyra lucassi,

Grateloupia turuturu
Brown:

Scytopsiphon
lomentaria, Ecklonia

radiata, Undaria
pinnatifida

Green:
Ulva australis, Ulva

compressa

As, Cd, Cu, Pb, Se,
and Zn

Derwent estuary in
Tasmania,
Australia

[79]
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Table 3. Cont.

Bioindicator(s) Applications Site of Study References

Vertebrate

Pomatoschistus
microps larvae

Nitrogen
contamination in

estuarine
ecosystem

Minho and Lima
estuaries in

Portugal
[81]

Oreochromis
niloticus

Metals (Cu, Zn, Mn,
Cd, Pb, and Fe) River Nile, Egypt [82]

Transgenic
zebrafish

Hazardous metal
pollution in fresh
water (Lab scale

experiment)

National Taiwan
University, Taipei,

Taiwan
[83]

Invertebrate

Lamellidens
marginalis

Heavy metals: Cr,
Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn,
Se, As, Sr, Cd, Sn,

Sb, Hg, and Pb

Dhimbe reservoir,
Maharashtra, India [84]

Adult Odonata
(dragonfly)

Monitoring
urbanization

impact on aquatic
environment

Urban streams of
Manaus,

Amazonas, Brazil
[85]

Mytilus spp.
Microplastic

pollution
monitoring

Along Norwegian
coast, Europe [86]

Porifera
Hymeniacidon

perlevis sponge

Cu, Zn, and the
hydrocarbon
fluoranthene

Along Normandy
coast, France [87]

Nematodes
community index

River water
polluted by
industrial,

agricultural and
sewage effluents

Beigang River,
Taiwan [88]

Plankton

Marine diatom:
(Thalassiosira

weissflogii)
Estuarine copepod:

(Acartia tonsa,
Acartia tonsa

nauplii)

Cu in pesticide-
monitoring in
aquatic system

Mondego valley,
Figueira da Foz,

Portugal
[89]

Zooplanktons
Chironomus,
Oligochaete

Monitoring
anthropogenic

nitrogen impact on
aquatic ecosystem

Lake Nanhu in
Wuhan, Hubei

Province, China
[90]

Daphnia longispina

S-metolachlor of
pesticide-

monitoring in
aquatic system (lab
scale experiment)

Aveiro, Portugal [91]

Virus

Pepper mild mottle
virus (PMMoV),

human
picobirna-viruses
(hPBV), Torque

teno virus (TTV)

Human fecal
pollution in river

Along Ruhr and
Rhine rivers in the

North Rhine
Westphalia region,

Germany

[92]
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Table 3. Cont.

Bioindicator(s) Applications Site of Study References

Bacteria

Fecal indicator
bacteria

(Enterococcus)

Sewage-contaminated
groundwater

Avalon Beach,
California, USA [93]

Bacteroidales-based
biomarkers

Human and
livestock wastes

Karst regions in
Illinois, Wisconsin,
Kentucky, Missouri,

USA

[94]

Chromatiaceae,
Alcaligenaceae

Palm oil mill
effluent (POME)
final discharge

River water
(approximately

3 km from palm oil
mill), Malaysia

[95]

Clostridia,
Epsilonproteobacteria Paper mill effluent Daling River,

Northeast China [73]

Cupriavidusgilardii,
Ralstoniapickettii

Heavy metals (Cu,
Zn, Fe and Ni)

Cataño, Puerto
Rico [96]

Bifidobacterium spp.

Point source
pollution

monitoring such as
from agricultural,

recreation and
water supply

Nanshih River,
Taiwan [44]

Reliability of Bacterial Community in Waterways Biomonitoring

Stringent monitoring is important to ensure that water quality complies with legal requirements
set by legitimate bodies which are currently monitored through physicochemical-based assessments.
However, Zamyadi et al. [97] had previously concluded on the irrelevancy of only physicochemical
parameters such as turbidity, BOD, and COD, conductivity, temperature, and pH to rapidly identify
Cyanobacterial bloom. Single species or a limited bacterial population is among the commonly
used biological indicator in environmental assessments. However, their sensitivity towards limited
pollutants and mixtures which is measured through their survival, mortality or reproduction was
considered insufficient to indicate the complexity of contaminants and their impacts in freshwater
resources [98]. Such concern directs the enhancement of the ecotoxicological monitoring through the
gradient fluctuation of microbial community due to pollutants exposures [99]. Bacterial community is a
strategic environmental indicator due to its omnipresence and abundance in most natural environments.
It is worth noting that varying species within a community brings forward diverse sensitivities towards
complex pollutants or stressors which enable better indication of environmental disturbances [100].
Wakelin et al. [101] also emphasized the importance of a close and continuous monitoring of microbial
community composition and functions corresponding to the soil physicochemical properties to
develop a reliable indicator for land usage effects. In a supportive stance of those requirements,
Tlili et al. [99] concluded that the combination of pollution-induced community measurement and
microbial community endpoints should be used to generate better ecological relevance data alongside
the currently used environmental risk assessment scheme.

The introduction of industrial effluents into the receiving river water would not only change
its physicochemical properties [102], but might also affect the bacterial community residing in the
polluted area as they are known to be highly dynamic and can differ strongly in its response to
resource availability such as the concentrations of organic carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus in the
environment [103]. Moreover, the bacterial community would act as a key player in transforming
complex organic compounds in a WWTP [104]. Hence, the discharge of wastewater may introduce a
significant load of bacteria into the river water, indicating it as unfit for usage and consumption [105].
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Bacteria are considered to be highly sensitive to their surrounding environments owing to their
rapid reproductive ability and simple structure [106]. Different populations of bacteria may emerge
in different environmental conditions, depending on their abilities to metabolize certain compounds
and nutrients [107]. For instance, in an anoxic environment, the composition of the strictly aerobic
microbial community in the river water may be affected [73]. Plus, only certain microorganisms with
the capability to tolerate the toxic level of contamination would survive in the environment which is
a profound basis for bioindicator selection. For example, only a few species of bacteria with strong
resistance to zinc and arsenic were able to be detected in river water polluted by heavy metals [108].

The changes in bacterial community pattern have been used to monitor Okeover Stream restoration
from urban wastes contamination [109]. Other researchers were conducted using a bacterial community
within biofilm to determine the water quality of the Great Barrier Reef [110] and tropical coastal coral
reef ecosystems [111]. Borrero-Santiago et al. [112] also emphasized the potential utilization of bacterial
community changes and respiration patterns in indicating CO2 emissions into marine ecosystems.
Not restricted only into the individual function of bacterial indicator, a few researchers have started to
develop a novel microbial community-based indexing which is deemed as a reliable tool in freshwater
health assessment [113]. It is also impressive that bacterial community together with the cultivable
coliform and environmental factors is now being considered in the routine monitoring of coral reef
affected by the anthropogenic stressors carried by the freshwater into the sea in Brazil [114]. This shows
that bacterial community-based assessment is getting more crucial to complement the established water
management protocol as a whole. Concurrently, the presence of specific microbial community which
involves directly in the biodegradation of the pollutants will inform researchers about the conditions
of the contaminated bodies [115]. All in all, it can be said that microbial community consisting of
diverse species which express different sensitivities to stimulants or stressors may reflect the biological
variability and complexity of the environment to a certain extent [100]. This could support the better
monitoring of the pollutant impacts in the environments.

The major drawback of the bacterial diversity study in an aquatic ecosystem is the inability to
culture the environmental bacteria using conventional culturing techniques. In addition, the use of
the conventional method may lead to misleading outcomes as only a small percentage of bacteria
can be cultured and identified [116]. The integration of the molecular method with a specified
bioindicator has become a well-accepted practice to gain more information and understanding
regarding environmental pollution. As a rapidly advancing technique, molecular-based technology is
being expanded to numerous methods applicable for identification and enumeration of target species
or gene in environmental samples, thus able to provide information of an organism’s function and
potential. Thus, it is highly recommended to complement biomonitoring with the widely available
molecular-based technologies due to various advantages such as high-throughput capability [75].
There is probably a minor issue regarding PCR-bias subject to molecular methods, including denaturing
gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE), terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP),
and high-throughput sequencing, which disallows the acquisition of an absolute species abundance
in the community [117]. However, this does not cloud the dominant role of this approach in the
advancement of the aquatic bacterial community excavation as further discussed in this review.

2.4. Molecular Approaches in Taxonomical Analyses

2.4.1. Assessment of Microbial Community Using Molecular Fingerprinting Techniques

The information on bacterial community patterns and shifts can only be rapidly obtained with
the integration of molecular biotechnology [118]. Molecular fingerprinting techniques have been
widely used to overcome the limitations of the conventional methods since they are completely
culture-independent and do not rely on the reproductive stage of the bacteria to provide information [4].
In fact, these techniques can be used to generate a profile of microbial diversity based on the direct
analysis of the PCR products [119]. DGGE [120], random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) [121],
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T-RFLP [122], length heterogeneity PCR (LH-PCR) [123], amplified ribosomal DNA restriction analysis
(ARDA) [124], and ribosomal intergenic spacer analysis (RISA) [125] are among the molecular
fingerprinting techniques that have been commonly applied to assess the compositions of microbial
communities. In relation to the evaluation of the spatial and temporal effects towards the environmental
microbial assemblages, DGGE and T-RFLP are the most reliable and thus greatly favored [126]. This is
well acknowledged by Zhang et al. [127] where both techniques are worthwhile for the genetic
diversity assessment of microeukaryotic communities in correlation to environmental changes of
marine ecosystem.

The use of DGGE had been a popular choice for assessing the shift of the environmental microbial
community based on the changes of the banding patterns, as is shown in Figure 4. However, low sensitivity
for the detection of rare microbial community [128], separation of small DNA fragments [129], a need
for selecting suitable primers, as well as the presence of chimeric products or fidelity errors during PCR
amplification [130] had been considered as the major limitations of DGGE for assessing the microbial
community structure. Regardless, this method is still able to provide a general and rapid structural
characterization of water bacteria clusters, as supported by Du et al. [131] who observed the dominative
river sediment bacteria which drive the overall increase of bacterial density in the presence of heavy
metals. Plus, DGGE was utilized to elucidate excellent patterns of the bacterial communities in biofilm
impacted by pharmaceutical compounds carried by WWTP discharged into the river over a three-year
period [132].
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Figure 4. DGGE application in bacterial community study where the fingerprint of each sample is
determined by the separation of the amplified partial 16S rDNA of equal length, whereby the different
sequences are further resolved based on the gradient of denaturants from low to high concentration.
This process might take several repetitions to get the best quality of the selected dominant sequences
and overall can be quite laborious.

On the other hand, T-RFLP was found to yield reproducible results and generated better resolution
as compared to the other fingerprinting techniques [133]. However, there are several shortcomings of this
method such as the time and cost inefficiency for the preparation and sequencing of clone libraries [134],
while the actual bacterial taxonomic information [135] and diversity [136] could not be fully represented.
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Regardless, when compared with a high throughput sequencing (HTS), the DNA-fingerprinting is still
able to obtain a similar microbial community composition of groundwater, even though it’s diversity
capturing is pretty much lower [135]. It remains more astonishing when the combination of both
HTS and T-RFLP can produce even more robust data regarding the microbial community, as was
concluded by Lindström et al. [137] after an elaborated ecological analysis involving bacterial and
fungal communities in an ant nest. This fact proved that T-RFLP remains a relatively relevant and
considerably reliable tool for aquatic environmental study.

2.4.2. Advanced High-Throughput Sequencing for Complex Taxonomic Diversity Assessment

Despite the importance of molecular fingerprinting techniques as the culture-independent tools
in assessing microbial community diversity, their applications were restricted due to the low density of
organisms in water bodies. In contrast, HTS could assess complex and low-abundance populations
that could not be done by using conventional sequencing methods [135]. HTS is widely reported as a
reliable technique that allows the complete and accurate identification of species within a microbial
community. Unlike the DGGE approach by which only abundant bacteria can be evaluated, the HTS
approach allows us to analyze not only abundant bacteria, but also scarce ones which can also be
key players for understanding the impact of environmental pollutants. In addition, the analyses of α-
and β-diversities using the data obtained through HTS could be a powerful tool to visually indicate
the differences of bacterial communities between samples [138]. GS 454 FLX Titanium by Roche
(Switzerland), MiSeq and HiSeq 2500 provided by Illumina Inc., (USA), MGISEQ-2000 developed by
MGI Tech Co. Ltd. (BGI Group, China) and SOLiD 5500 series (Life Technologies, USA) are several
examples of the commonly available HTS platforms which are still actively employed by researchers
for environmental metagenomics study [139].

Among the listed HTS technologies, the Illumina sequencer is more preferable due to its greater
throughput and cost-effective approach which enable the study of the complex environmental
microorganisms [140]. The adaptation of sequencing by synthesis method by Illumina MiSeq ensures
the least falsity and lower per base error rate [141] of the partial sequences obtained directly from
specific environmental samples as compared to other platforms [142]. The advantageous characteristic
makes this sequencing method favorable for various environmental metagenomics studies which
include wastewater [95,143,144] and sludge [145,146] samples. Most of the time, it can be observed
that authors would analyze the overall microbial fluctuations in the presence of certain pollutants,
while some would sort out the dominant community before appointing the suitable bioindicator
for water monitoring and management purposes. This is supported by enormous examples of the
utilization of Illumina sequencers for the metagenomic study of microbial communities in wastewaters
and water basins, as tabulated in Table 4.

Due to the limited microbial species that have undergone full-length sequencing, the databases
available are currently unable to taxonomically classify enormous number of operational taxonomic
units (OTUs) up to species or genus level [154]. Even so, thousands of researches on microbial
communities related to the river water ecosystem that can be found digitally published just in few
recent years indirectly remarks the unending expansion of the database. Eventually, HTS would
naturally become an inevitable tool in wastewater and marine ecosystem assessments. With the widely
explored 16S rDNA sequencing, though it provides vast information on the microbial diversity in the
environment, it does not necessarily contemplate their physiological and ecological relationship [155].
Hence, characterization of the functional genes reflecting the ecological change should be integrated as
it provides a deeper understanding of the corresponding microbial diversity [156].
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Table 4. Metagenomics application of Illumina platform for microbial community assessment in
wastewaters and polluted rivers.

Illumina
Platform/Sequencer Applications References

Illumina HiSeq 2000
Metagenomic analyses of microbial community pattern
in an anaerobic digestion sludge of a full-scale municipal
wastewater treatment plant (WWTP).

[147]

Illumina HiSeq
Profiling of bacterial community changes in downstream
as compared to upstream sections of a river receiving
untreated domestic wastewater discharge.

[148]

Illumina HiSeq 2500 Characterization of bacterial community patterns due to
seasonal changes in anthropogenically disturbed rivers. [149]

Illumina HiSeq 2500

Analysis of structures and functions of river water and
sediment microbial community during aerobic and
anaerobic conditions of endocrine disruptor
(17β-estradiol) biodegradation.

[150]

Illumina MiSeq
Determination of potential bioindicator from bacterial
community obtained from a palm oil mill effluent
(POME) treatment system and the receiving waterway.

[95]

Illumina MiSeq
Determination of pathogenic bacteria within the bacterial
community utilizable for risk assessment of urban
surface water.

[151]

Illumina MiSeq

A study on the impact of surface water introduction on
the microbial community diversity and function within a
spring pool in a cave influenced by seasonal
changes factor.

[152]

Illumina MiSeq

Assessment of the unique presence of targeted bacterial
indicator (Alcaligenaceae and Chromatiaceae) within the
microbial community in POME final discharge polluted
rivers as compared to other non-POME polluted streams.

[153]

2.5. Gene Functionality Assessment in Aquatic Environment

2.5.1. Quantification of Functional Genes Involved in the Biodegradation of Pollutants Using qRT-PCR

The adverse impacts of wastewater disposal practices toward our water ecosystem have stirred
a demand for new strategies and technologies to be incorporated into the wastewater monitoring
system [157]. As the impacts of a certain significant concentration of pollutants on aquatic organisms are
often subtle and could not be detected using conventional methods [158], more advanced approaches are
needed to infer the ecosystem health status. As previously asserted by Cordier et al. [154], the expressed
microbial functions are foreseen as better proxies than taxonomic profiles in detecting changes in the
environment with a focus on the metabolically active fraction of the community that is actually involved in
the pollutant biodegradation. Hence, this approach is regarded as a promising technique to complement
the wastewater biomonitoring system. Several gene expression profiling methods have been developed
and can be generally categorized into a PCR-based, array-based, and sequencing-based approaches [159].

The application of quantitative real time-PCR (qRT-PCR) is synonym with the quantification of
functional genes expressed by bacteria which involve in the biodegradation of nutrients particularly
pollutants in the environment. qRT-PCR enables a precise quantification of a low concentration of
specific nucleic acids in a complex mixture with the introduction of specific primers and fluorescent
reporter molecules where real-time monitoring of the specifically amplified target gene can be done [160].
For example, qPCR techniques were developed to analyze the presence of Campylobacters in 926 poultry
samples by using three pairs of primers designed for glyA, hipO, and 16S rDNA genes carried by
C. jejuni, C. coli, and Campylobacter spp., where all the primers were labeled with fluorescent reporter
molecules [161]. This approach has been used for the quantification of genes or transcripts from
environmental samples which allows deeper understanding on the complexity of the metabolic
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functionality of the indigenous microbiome and thus, initiate the development of potential molecular
markers to be deployed in specific polluted environmental assessment.

Given the current concern regarding the antibiotic resistance genes emergence particularly among
the pathogenic microorganisms, qRT-PCR concepts are being adapted to detect, quantify and thus
understand the spread mechanisms of the genes in the aquatic environment. For instance, this technique
was applied on the pharmaceutical industries effluents which confirmed on the high relative abundances
of the antibiotic resistance genes (sul1, sul2, qacE/qacE∆1 and tet(A)), class 1 integrons (intI1) and IncP-1
plasmids (korB) which would eventually be mobilized in the ecosystem [162]. Known as the final cure
for a multidrug resistant Gram-negative bacteria infection, colistin resistance mediated by plasmid is
currently monitored by qRT-PCR as an initiative to rapidly detect the colistin resistance genes (mcr-1 to
mcr-5) directly from environmental samples [163]. In addition, Hafeez et al. [164] managed to develop
a qRT-PCR assay to quantify the genes responsible for ammonia oxidation and the reduction of nitrate,
nitrite, and nitrous in a contaminated industrial wasteland. Other than that, the application of qRT-PCR
to quantify the abundance of targeted functional genes like cbbl, nifh, amoA, and apsA that play the key
role in biogeochemical cycling in intertidal soil from the Arabian Sea had also been reported [165].
More recent research had quantified the expression levels of key genes which are likely involved
in the toxic di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP)-catabolism pathway as an effort to enable a deeper
understanding into the mechanisms of phthalate acid esters removal from polluted environment [166].

Regardless, there are gaps in this method especially on lesser conclusiveness in terms of
direct relationship between the quantitated gene expression with a specific microbial activity or
population [167]. On top of that, qRT-PCR requires prior knowledge of the known sequences of the
genetic materials before the specific biomarker can be designed. This limits the representation of the
overall sequence diversity that might present in a particular environment. Thus, modern approaches,
such as HTS and full-length sequencing of either DNA or RNA, have been applied for the primary
profiling of potential genes before being amplified by qRT-PCR for confirmation.

2.5.2. Microarray as Environmental Monitoring Tool

Considering the ever-growing threats of various types of pollution on the natural ecosystem,
a significant study on the implementation of microarray in biomonitoring and waste management has
also been conducted. Microarray, also known as a chip, is constructed on a solid surface such as a glass
slide with different nucleic acid probes attached to detect a large number of targets simultaneously [168].
A widely used array in the environmental study is known as functional gene array (FGA) which
contains probes for key genes that play role in major metabolic processes [169]. The FGA has been
described as a sensitive tool in environmental functional gene analysis as shown in the previous research
utilizing the GeoChip 5 array, containing over 60,000 probes in diverse gene categories including
carbon, nitrogen, sulfur cycling, primary and secondary microbial metabolisms [170]. This array is used
to address the functional genes diversities and potential metabolic capacity of microbial communities
exposed to heavy metal contaminants in Xiangjiang River, China. A similar study was conducted
using GeoChip 4 array which targeted over 142,000 genes that play role in various nutrient cycles at
Shennongjia Mountain, China [171]. A novel FGA was also successfully established in the study of
bacterial and archaeal functional profiles in activated sludge [172]. The FGA is targeting the functional
amoA gene which is known as an effective phylogenetic and functional marker for the detection of
ammonia-oxidizing microbes in the environment. A number of existing studies have also reported on
the feasibility of using FGA for environmental study [169,173–175].

However, the pitfall of this approach is that previous knowledge on the genomic sequence of the
organisms is required prior to describing the overall gene expression. Besides that, the use of microarray
in the environmental study is costly as there would be the need to print the representative gene clusters
onto the microarray after the metagenome sequencing, which also makes it laborious [176]. Moreover,
the probe on the array is designed to be specific to known sequences that can cross-hybridize to similar
sequences and consequently produce misleading results [168]. In addition, environmental samples
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such as water, soil and sediments often contain inhibitor elements that disrupt the DNA hybridization
onto microarrays such as humic acids and other organic materials [167]. Due to the above reasons,
the study of the transcriptome is shifting from hybridization-based array to next generation sequencing
(NGS) platform as being extensively discussed in the literature [168,177].

2.5.3. Advanced Gene Expression Profiling for Wastewater and Aquatic System Monitoring Using
Metatranscriptomics Approach

The emerging of NGS for microbiome research has brought a paradigm shift in environmental
monitoring activities. Transcriptomics or metatranscriptomics is an approach implemented to gain
functional insights into the activities of the complex microbial communities by studying their mRNA
transcriptional profiles or expressed transcripts [176]. The deployment of metatranscriptomics through
the technological advancement in RNA-sequencing has proved to be helpful in providing a snapshot
of the whole transcripts that are actively expressed in complex bacterial communities, shedding lights
on the active fraction of the community and their functional response to different environmental
conditions [178]. This cutting-edge technology also provides unprecedented insights concerning the
genes that play a key role in contaminant biodegradation especially in the various types of wastewater
treatment systems [179]. Functional profiling of microbial communities allows the correlation of
microbial phylogeny to function and also reveals the specific microbial groups that are most affected
and the key genes that are actively expressed in a particular environmental condition [167]. This has
been explored in a prior study where the genes involved in the degradation of cyclic aromatic
compounds were identified through gene profiling conducted on microbial communities in tannery
WWTP [180]. A comparative metatranscriptomics has also been conducted on WWTP to gain a
deeper understanding of the functional and taxonomic attributes of the WWTP communities [181–183].
These studies have emphasized the correlation between microbiome functional profiles with nitrogen
and carbon availability in WWTP, the differentially expressed antibacterial resistance across the
WWTP compartments, and the functioning and regulation of antibiotic resistance genes in WWTP,
respectively. A recent study had also been reported on the application of microbial metatranscriptomics
to reveal the unique anabolic and catabolic pathways of the community in response to different
concentrations of PAHs, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and organochloride residues in Detroit
River, Canada [184]. These findings provide a potential mechanism to address the knowledge gap in
wastewater management and water quality monitoring system. There have been other studies devoted
by the scientific community towards the successful application of the whole transcriptomic approach
on wastewater and the water ecosystem, as compiled in Table 5.

However, despite years of research, the administration and interpretation of the enormous data
provided by metatranscriptome profiling remain challenging [191]. Up to date, there is no standard
protocol available for analyzing the data, hence extensive experience and bioinformatics skills are
needed to ensure reliable and accurate data reporting [168]. Despite the present limitations, gene
expression studies hold promising potential in aquatic biomonitoring. Hence, the leveraging of
metatranscriptomic sequencing is presumed to assist in the elucidation of functional transcripts which
are likely exhibited under in situ conditions. It also helps in enabling the discovery of phylogenetic
markers and genes encoding important biodegradation processes which are important in water
quality monitoring and wastewater management system [192]. Collectively, these pioneering works
will pave the way to fill important gaps in our understanding of using targeted indicators as next
generation biomonitoring.
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Table 5. The applications of metatranscriptomic sequencing on microbial communities in wastewater
and water ecosystem.

Sample Site Platform Reference

Activated sludge Wastewater Treatment Plant
(WWTP), Hong Kong Illumina Hi-Seq2000 [185]

Wastewater wet
oxidation effluents Rovereto, Italy Illumina Hi-Seq2000 [179]

Deep seafloor sediment Gulf of Mexico Illumina Hi-Seq2500 [186]

Deep seawater Northeast Pacific Ocean Roche GS FLX Titanium
chemistry pyrosequencing [187]

River water Amazon River, South America Illumina Hi-Seq2500 [188]
River and seawater Columbia River, estuary and plume Illumina Hi-Seq1000 [189]

Biofilm Tamagawa River, Japan Illumina MiSeq [190]

2.6. Functionality Analysis of Bacterial Nucleic Acids through Flow Cytometry

Carstea et al. [9] had thoroughly reviewed on the function of fluorescent spectroscopy in
wastewater monitoring. From there, it can be emphasized that this method is advantageous in
terms of time efficiency, environmental friendliness due to less introduction of reagents, easiness
as in less preparation requirements and it promises better sensitivity while being less invasive.
Conceptually, this technique works by the detection of excited fluorophores when exposed to light
energy at specific wavelengths [193]. Other than generally applied on the detection of organic
matters in wastewaters, fluorescence technology is now being utilized for the quantitative analysis
of aquatic bacteria. As one of the fluorescent technology available, flow cytometry overcomes the
limitations of the conventional bacterial culture plate counting method while enabling a higher bacterial
count [194]. Many researchers have reported quantitative data regarding bacterial concentration,
viability, and activity for environmental study especially for drinking water and quality monitoring of
drinking water treatment facilities [195,196]. Similar approaches as in the bacterial cell intactness and
total concentration quantification were also utilizable in assessing the treated water along a Scottish
Water distribution networks outlet treated by secondary disinfectants (chlorine and chloramine) [197].
As of late, flow cytometry has been developed for a successful long-term assessment of bacterial
community changes in a full-scale drinking water distribution system in Riga, Latvia, a network which
received different water sources [198].

For the culture-independent assessment of surface water pollution, flow cytometry had been
adopted to measure the impact of anthropogenic effluent discharges through the microbiological
fluctuation patterns where the study was done along the Chicheley Brook watercourse which runs
through a predominantly rural catchment area in England [6]. It was also interesting to discover
that flow cytometry approach has been expanded to understand the bio-geographical pattern exerted
by high nucleic acid (HNA) and low nucleic acid (LNA) populations in a large-river scale study of
Songhua-River in China [199]. The same approach was used to analyze the pattern of LNA and
HNA in POME final discharge polluted river as compared to the clean upstream river [200] and other
non-POME polluted rivers [153]. Most encouraging is that flow cytometry has been recommended
as a bio-assessment tool to complement the current water quality indexing implemented by the
European Union Water Framework Directive, after the high nucleic acid populations along Caima
River sites receiving anthropogenic pollutants, mining drainage, and the clean upstream of the river
were successfully differentiated by this method [201].

Not only applied to water samples, many researchers had the abundance, dynamics and viability
of bacteria assessed in activated sludge where bacterial cell quantification and bacterial viability
analyses were done in activated sludge acquired from the extended aeration process of WWTPs located
in Spain [202]. Deeper insight on the bacterial cell integrity and permeability in sludge was also
emphasized through the statistical analysis of the flow cytometry data [203]. Other than that, a specific
cell analysis of Candidatus Accumulibacter phosphatis diversity in activated sludge obtained from a
wastewater treatment plant at Pohang University of Science and Technology in South Korea was able to
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be sorted out by integrating an advanced cell sorting equipment in the flow cytometry [204]. In relation
to the specific cell evaluation by this amazing tool, the growth of pathogens in water which were
Escherichia coli O157, Vibrio cholera, or Pseudomonas aeruginosa managed to be assessed, hence adding
more credibility of this equipment for water pollution monitoring [205]. All of these vast studies
show how versatile a flow cytometry is to rapidly assess the microbiological activities and fluctuations
in watery or even slurry environmental samples. Even though extensive work might have to be
done before a specific presence of identifiable microorganism in a certain sample can be assorted, the
flow cytometry method had so far been reliable enough in defining the polluted state of a targeted
aquatic ecosystem and hence highly recommended as a complementary tool for wastewater and water
pollution monitoring.

3. Summary and Future Outlooks

Overall, regardless of any resources of water pollution, the basis of monitoring the water bodies
quality circled around the measurement of physicochemical characterization of pollutant compounds
in the water systems alongside other physical determination, such as pH, temperature, turbidity,
and suspended solid. These approaches, although they help to address water quality in general, lacked
the specificity to track the source of pollution. With the concept of “indicator tracking” either through
conventional methods or modern approaches, not only is the physical presence of the bioindicator itself
considered, but its biological mechanisms are also mapped into advanced technological development
to improve the monitoring processes. The environmental scientists are now advancing with a more
comprehensive, rapid, and specific method to complement the currently established aquatic monitoring
procedure, so that the exact cause and source can be addressed. Due to that, key elements involved
in a polluted ecosystem mainly the pollutants composition, bacterial indication and biomolecular
components carried by the bacteria are extensively utilized in water pollution assessments. Through this
review, it was shown that, aside from the continuous improvement done for bioindicator determination,
identification, and detection through molecular approaches, other potential monitoring tools, especially
spectrophotometry and flow cytometry, are being extensively explored to strengthen the aquatic
pollution control in general. In further future, it is expectable that these elemental analyses would
be combined as a well-established complementary package to address the cause and source of water
pollutions with better specificity, efficiency, and comprehensiveness.
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